KATHRYN MARKEL FINE ARTS PRESENTS AN EXHIBITION OF NEW WORK
BY ARTIST YOLANDA SANCHEZ
Come Slowly - Eden! features new paintings by artist Yolanda Sanchez in New York City
May 12- June 18, 2022

NEW YORK, NY –– January 28rd, 2022 –– Kathryn Markel Fine Arts is pleased to announce
an exhibition of new paintings by Yolanda Sanchez. This is her seventh solo exhibition with the
gallery.
Titled Come Slowly - Eden!, Sanchez draws the name from
an Emily Dickinson poem about the intoxication of
flowers and fragrance in Eden. And inspired by a Henri
Matisse quote, “there are always flowers for those who
want to see them” Sanchez says, “Flowers have long
been a central theme for me and are evidence of my
deep-rooted relationship to the natural world, informing
my overall approach to image-making.”
With nature as the catalyst for much of her art, she works
with its natural forms and aspires to translate the senses
into visual matter. “On the heels of my recent solo textile
exhibition, “The Earth Laughs in Flowers,” in which I
explore the light and color of my immediate natural
environment through native flora, I now continue this
thematic journey in paint. It is the color but also the sensuousness of nature that I endeavor to
suggest in both my paintings and textiles.”
Sanchez’s PhD in Clinical Psychology and MFA in Painting serve as complex lenses in the process
of her craft. “I am interested in the joyful, playful, or even spiritual properties of light, and believe
strongly that we shape the world around us through our perceptions, awareness, and attention,” she
says. “I would like to offer an invitation to awaken to beauty and delight, to a moment of
contemplation, below the line of thought. My current series of paintings reflects a light-hearted,
fun attitude, if even, at times, a bit wild and bold.”
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Yolanda Sanchez, “Road to the Sun,” 2022, oil on canvas, 52 x 42 in.
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ABOUT KATHRYN MARKEL FINE ART
Established in 1975 with the belief that significant contemporary art can be beautiful as well as visually and
intellectually rigorous, Kathryn Markel Fine Art is committed to the experience of discovery and collecting
at the highest level. Committed to serving a deep network of collectors and institutions, Kathryn Markel
Fine art showcases a diverse array of primary market artists, unified by excellence in their craft, compelling
intellectual framework, and a love of the art-making process. https://www.markelfinearts.com/
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